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Highlighting Women in OR and  
Their Achievements
Renee Carlucci and Dr. Jacqueline Henningsen
T
he Women in MORS Community of Practice is 
highlighting groundbreaking women in operations 
research (OR) past and present. In this issue, we’ll 
feature Jean Jennings Bartik, an early pioneer 
in the development and use of computers in 
analysis, and Dr. Jacqueline Henningsen, FS, 




Jean Jennings Bartik, 
born Betty Jean 
Jennings in 1924, 
grew up in a large 
family of farmers and 
schoolteachers in 
northwest Missouri, but 
dreamed of adventure. 
She graduated with a 
degree in mathematics 
at only 20 years old 
from Northwest Missouri 
State Teacher's College 
(now Northwest Missouri State University). In March 
1945, Jean answered the government’s call for women 
math majors to join a project in Philadelphia calculating 
ballistics firing tables for the new guns developed for the 
war effort. She was appointed by the War Department 
as a “computer,” and, as a new employee of the Army’s 
Ballistics Research Labs, she joined more than 80 women 
calculating ballistics trajectories by hand. Later in 1945, 
the Army circulated a call for “computers” for a new job 
with a secret machine. Jean jumped at the chance and 
was hired as one of the original six women who would 
teach themselves how to program the first all-electronic, 
programmable computer known as the Electronic 
Numerical Integrator and Computer (ENIAC) to perform the 
calculations they had been performing themselves by hand. 
Jean and her colleague, Betty Snyder, were asked to 
put the trajectory program they had developed on the 
ENIAC for the first public 
demonstration scheduled 
for February 15, 1946. 
They developed flow 
charts, programming 
sheets, and then pair-
programmed and 
debugged it on the 
ENIAC. The task for the 
ENIAC was to compute 
the trajectory of a shell 
that took 30 seconds 
to reach its target. The 
computation was accomplished during the demonstration 
in only 20 seconds. It was explained to the assembled 
audience that it would take a female computer, sitting at 
a desk with a mechanical calculator, 30 to 40 hours to do 
the same calculation. Although the demonstration went 
off flawlessly, no one introduced the two programmers, 
gave them any credit, or discussed their critical part in the 
event that day. Their faces, but not their names, became 
part of the beautiful press pictures of the ENIAC. For many 
years, they were another set of “hidden figures” with their 
story lost to history. Worse, others claimed credit for their 
accomplishments (Goldstine, 1972). “We felt as if we had 
been playing parts in a fascinating movie that suddenly 
took a bad turn, in which we had worked like dogs for two 
weeks to produce something really spectacular and then 
were written out of the script.”(Bartik, 2013).
Jean Jennings Bartik went on to have a nearly 25-year 
career in the computer industry as a computer engineer 
and technical editor, bumping against the glass ceiling a 
number of times along the way. She was a programmer, 
logical designer, and trainer for the ENIAC, the Universal 
Automatic Computer (UNIVAC), and the Binary Automatic 
Computer (BINAC), and went on to get her Master in 
Education degree from the University of Pennsylvania.
Jacqueline R. Henningsen, PhD, FS 
Jacqueline R. Henningsen, PhD, FS, is currently an 
independent STEM consultant and board advisor in 
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applied analytics and risk management. She retired from 
federal service in October 2014, after 16 years in the 
Senior Executive Service, as the Director for Studies & 
Analyses, Assessments and Lessons Learned, AF/A9, 
Headquarters U.S. Air Force, Pentagon. She is a Military 
Operations Research Society Fellow and was the MORS 
Air Force Sponsor for more than a decade.
In advance of interviewing Dr. Henningsen at the Women 
in MORS Community of Practice online meeting on 
March 11 (2:00 p.m. Eastern), we asked her for her 
thoughts, particularly in relation to Jean Jennings Bartik 
and her own career:
I was so excited to find that our featured Pioneer in 
STEM, Jean Jennings Bartik, was a graduate of Northwest 
Missouri State Teacher's College just 22 years before my 
own graduation from that institution. Her contributions to 
the War Department and the Army’s Ballistics Research 
Labs starting in 1945 make her one of the incredible 
STEM women now identified as the “hidden figures 
whose achievements were [nearly] lost to history.” Jean 
and I never met, but we shared a Midwest background, 
a lineage of female schoolteachers, a love of math, and 
both “dreamed of adventure.” You can find more details 
about my eventual path to the Pentagon in my MORS Oral 
History. I applaud the perseverance of Bob Sheldon, FS, 
and his cohort, who started encouraging me to capture 
my experiences during interviews starting back in 2006. 
The serendipity of finishing just as Brittlea Brown, Sarah 
Stewart, and Renee Carlucci, FS, put together the Women 
in MORS (WIM) Community of Practice is not lost on me. To 
my amazing mother, and to all the women who have walked 
before and along with me through the years, I thank you. 
Here are two thoughts I’d like to share. 
I joined the Department of Defense at Strategic Air 
Command in 1985 after nearly two decades as a math 
educator. I carried an overarching philosophy from my early 
career into my ensuing three decades in DoD that I share as 
my best advice to analysts:
Be passionate about what you do. Never stop learning and 
growing. Strive to find and surround yourself with others who 
share this passion. Embrace the value of competitive ideas. 
Celebrate the amazing opportunities we are given as analysts 
to apply our trained minds in delivering ethical insights and 
helping ensure decisions can be supported with defendable 
analyses. Along your journey, honor your predecessors, your 
companions of the heart, and your friends of the road. 
Beyond this core advice, I am driven by a key oath that 
transcended the typical questions about challenges of being 
a woman in the National Security field. There were many 
lessons through my early years in DoD, but when I was 
appointed to the Senior Executive Service in 1998, it was 
the first time I remember attending a civilian appointment 
ceremony. Gen (ret) Larry D. Welch, 12th Chief of Staff of 
the U.S. Air Force, performed the ceremony. We did not 
rehearse. I just followed the guidance and procedures 
laid out by the staff, so when it came to the point in the 
ceremony that he administered the oath of office, I was a bit 
on autopilot. The words were there and I clearly concurred 
with what I was affirming, but I did not know them and they 
did not cleave to my heart. Over the next years however, 
I had my own opportunities to administer this oath to 
others and each time, these words sunk in a little deeper. 
I promoted folks who worked for me, I listened as others 
promoted my colleagues, observed as my bosses and some 
of my own career field members participated in change 
of command ceremonies, and watched their successors’ 
solemn assumption of duty. I was awed when I performed 
ceremonies in the rotunda for the Charters of Freedom in 
the National Archives Museum in front of the Constitution 
itself. I absorbed as we promoted one of my division chiefs 
to colonel while her husband listened in from his overseas 
deployment location. She gave each of their children a copy 
of the Constitution booklet and explained to them what she 
I, having been appointed to ________, do solemnly 
swear or affirm that I will support and defend the 
Constitution of the United States against all enemies, 
foreign and domestic; that I will bear true faith and 
allegiance to the same; that I take this obligation 
freely, without any mental reservation or purpose of 
evasion; and that I will well and faithfully discharge 
the duties of the office upon which I am about to 
enter, so help me God. 
Dr. Henningsen’s promotion to SES by Gen (ret) Larry D. Welch on 
July 22, 1998.
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and their daddy were willing to sacrifice for their country and 
these children’s futures. Over the years the words and the 
meaning did cleave to my heart, and I came to understand 
what it meant in both a personal and aspirational sense 
to take that oath. If I had not joined DoD, I might have 
understood what this commitment meant, but I doubt that 
it would have become a part of my core understanding of 
my responsibilities as a defense analyst and civilian leader. I 
hope you ponder and embrace the meaning of these words 
as you continue your journey.
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You’ve heard the buzzwords, which are widely considered to be 
mission-critical for the defense community. But what do they 
mean and how can we apply them?
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